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Abstract— Organizat ions’ dependence on custom 

enterprise software and web applications from 

independent software developers and software 

companies create a lot of problems such as integration, 

interoperability, security, and system maintenance. This 

paper seeks to provide a better approach by using Web 

services standards in dealing with the complexity of 

multip le incompatible applicat ions that were written in 

different programming languages on multiple 

computers and also  making it  possible for 

organizations to add a new layer of abstraction that is 

open, standards-based, and easy to integrate with any 

new or existing system.  The combination of Serv ice 

Oriented Architecture and Web services will be used to 

provide a rapid  integration solution that will quickly 

and easily align In formation Technology investments 

and corporate strategies by focusing on shared data and 

reusable services rather than proprietary integration 

products. 

 

Index Terms—  Integration, Interoperability, Serv ice 

Oriented Architecture, Web services  

 

I. Introduction 

Over the course of many years, businesses find 

themselves in need of comprehensive enterprise 

integration solutions and turned to using products 

developed specifically  for that purpose. The adoption of 

service oriented Architecture and web services provide 

a rapid solution to solving this problems faced by 

organizations 
[1] [2] [3]

. In many organizat ions solicitation 

of custom enterprise software and web applications 

from independent software developers and software 

companies are common. Unfortunately, these custom 

enterprise application integration (EAI) products prove 

to be expensive, consume considerable time and effort 

and are subject to high project failu re rates. 

Additionally, because these custom applications are 

proprietary, many of the pro jects result in additional 

difficult ies. Importantly, modifications to such 

applications require developing almost the entire system 

from scratch. Recent experience shows that a better 

answer is available by using Web services standards.   

The paper has the fo llowing structure: section II 

consist of related works, section III gives information 

on the methodology, section IV use a study of 

Government of Ghana Ministry Integration project to 

demonstrate the approach of integration, section V 

gives information regard ing the architecture used, 

section VI provided a framework underlying the 

structure supporting the service-abstraction level and 

section VII concluded the paper. 

 

II. Literature Review 

Primarily, services are implemented as Web Services 

(WS) which are defined by the W3C as “software 

systems designed to support interoperable machine-to-

machine interaction over a network” 
[4]

.It has an 

interface described in a machine-processable format. 

Other systems interact with the Web service in a 

manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-

messages, typically  conveyed using HTTP with an 

XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-

related standards 
[4]

. 

Inherently, a service is a software component that 

contains a collection of related software functionalities 
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reusable for different purposes 
[5]

.It delivers such 

operations as data storage, data processing, 

mathematical and scientific computations, and 

networking. It is governed by a producer-consumer 

model in which a service is delivered by a service 

provider known as the producer which owns the 

facilit ies for hosting, running, and maintaining the 

service, and the client known as the consumer which 

connects and uses service functionalities. 

Much of the research regarding SOA tackles more 

granular technical issues of development and 

implementation of Web services, which may be a result 

of the aforesaid misconceptions 
[3]

. Few papers e.g., 
[6],[7]

, deal with the much  larger problem of defining 

what SOA means to the organization and how this 

definit ion should then provide the guidance for the 

development of components to meet business 

informat ion needs
[8]

. The IT adoption literature 

targeting a methodology for development states that 

there are five categories of factors influencing the 

decision to adopt SOA (i.e ., environmental, 

organizational, individual, technology, and task 

characteristics
 [9]

. These same factors should be 

addressed by the methodology for implementing SOA 

projects 
[10]

. We now discuss two SOA methodologies 

that attempt to embody some or all of these factors.  

Teti (2006), an industry analyst, provides a 

methodology, which entails creating a vision, 

construction, and execution. He suggests that this model 

is applicable to many projects, but specifically 

addresses SOA. The vision creation is driven by a 

number of inter- and intra-organizat ional issues that 

define tasks important to the indiv iduals and the firm 

(i.e ., the constituency); the construction addresses the 

technology required to accomplish the tasks; and 

execution seeks to ensure that SOA will facilitate 

information exchange in the environment. 

Bell (2008) provides a SOA methodology that takes a 

more technical approach. It professes that all software 

can be considered as services that are designed based on 

the informational tasks of the organization, configured 

for transmission in the working environments, 

constructed with available technologies, and deployed 

for use by individuals. The methodology represents a 

conceptual structure that brings together distributed 

services based on the functionality
 [11]

. 

 

III. Methodology 

SOA with web services changes the way businesses 

are undertaken and it is a technique of design that 

guides all aspects of creating and using business 

services throughout their lifecycle Thus, from their 

conception to their retirement 
[1]

. And also in defining 

and conditioning the IT infrastructure that allows 

different applications to exchange data and participate 

in business processes regardless of the operating 

systems or programming languages underlying those 

applications
 [12]

.  

SOA is essentially a collection of services which  

communicate with each other.  With SOA, business 

services are consistently represented and partitioned 

cleanly. The Web service also supports interoperable 

machine-to-machine interaction over a network through 

an interface described by the Web Services Description 

Language (WSDL) 
[13]

. The services are the 

fundamental unit of the architecture for sharing business 

informat ion across department and application 

boundaries 
[14]

.  

The paper seeks to achieve two main aims, the first 

aim is to integrate systems such that they can 

interoperate and provide services to each other, whereas 

the second aim is to provide an avenue for addition of 

new services in  the future by interconnecting with other 

services without changing the entire systems.  However 

in high hopes of achieving these aims, the existing IT 

infrastructure will not be replaced by a new one due to 

extensive investments made in the existing system. This 

is because they have an enormous amount of data stored 

in them, so it 's not practical to d iscard existing systems. 

It's more cost-effective to evolve and enhance EIS 

(Enterprise Informat ion Systems). An example such 

system is a legacy system. Other examples may be 

weather services, which can be used to get the weather 

informat ion. Any application on the network can use the 

weather service to get the weather information.  

The approach that will be used will meet  the 

requirements of IT projects by making applications to 

be more composed of services rather than writing codes 

from scratch. The approach will save codes and provide 

a standard way for each of the components of an IT 

system to interact with shared services, enable 

components to become building blocks for reuse, shift 

focus to application assemble rather than design, create 

new applications out of existing components and 

integrate applications systems both internally and 

externally. SOA with web services will be used for the 

entire process of building and deploying the 

applications for the project. Th is effectively lower the 

overall costs and improve the ab ility to rapidly  change 

and evolve IT systems within  an organization. The 

approach will also facilitate the composition of services 

across disparate pieces of software, whether old  or new; 

departmental, enterprise-wide, or inter-enterprise; 

mainframe, mid-t ier, PC, or mobile device, to 

streamline IT processes and eliminate barriers to IT 

environment improvements within and outside 

organizations
 [14]

. 

 

IV. The approach 

A study of the Government of Ghana Ministry 

Integration project was used to demonstrate the 

approach. The project aimed  at integrating eight 

ministries. The existing systems were using a variety of 
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architectural approaches, languages and platforms that 

were not compatib le with each other. The Government 

was not ready to put in place a new IT infrastructure to 

replace the existing one. But the aim of the IT project 

was to connect all the ministries such that they can 

interoperate and provide services to each other. The 

project further aimed at providing new services in the 

future by interconnecting with other min istries, agencies 

and government departments without changing the 

entire system. 

A proposed system was to be developed using SOA 

with web services for the entire process of building and 

deploying applications for the project. The application 

was aimed  at providing interoperability functionalities 

through rich Internet clients and XML Web Services for 

the following ministries:   

1. Ministry of Education  

2. Ministry of Roads and Highways  

3. Ministry of Environment, Science & Technology  

4. Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources   

5. Ministry of Energy  

6. Ministry of Communications  

7. Ministry of Transport  

8. Ministry of Water Resources, Works & Housing  

Composite application solutions were created within 

each system for adoption of Web service. The Web 

Services Description Language (WSDL), a standard 

programming interface was used to provide access to 

applications, and Simple Object Access Protocol 

(SOAP), a standard interoperability protocol was used 

to connect disparate applications within the system.  

The presentation logic of the applicat ions within  the 

ministries were separated from the business logic and 

the business logic layer was service-enabled making it 

easier to connect various types of Graphical User 

Interfaces (GUIs) and mobile devices.  The business 

logic layer was service-enabled and a tightly coupled 

presentation logic layer was written for each. 

Importantly, instead of running the presentation logic 

tier as a tightly coupled interface on the same server in 

each ministry, the presentation logic was hosted on 

separate devices making communicat ion with 

applications in the other ministries easy using a service 

bus.  

The applications within  the ministries easily  

exchanged data by using a Web service defined at the 

business logic layer because Web services represent a 

common standard across all types of software. XML 

was used to independently define the data types and 

structures 
[15] [16]

.  

The service-oriented development methodology was 

used for the entire development process from 

requirements, analysis to implementation, verification 

and validation. It provided an effective means to apply 

and evaluate the service oriented architecture. Through 

the service-oriented development approach, there was a 

clean separation between the services provided and the 

architecture which comprised of components and their 

relationships.  

Unlike other development approaches that limit their 

scope to a subset of phases such as analysis  and design, 

the adoption of the Service-Oriented Development 

(SOD) supported the full Serv ice-Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) lifecycle, including  planning, analysis and 

design, implementation, testing, deployment, and 

governance activities. Distribution of system 

components made the system arch itecture much more 

modular and decentralized, which contributes to fault 

tolerance, component reuse, system robustness, 

maintainability  and further positive system properties. 

However, such distribution of components or systems 

across buses and networks causes high interaction 

complexity.  

The high degree of d istribution made development of 

these systems very challenging.  The number of states 

and conditions for functional behavior as well as for 

error conditions increase exponentially with  the number 

of distributed nodes. The right approach adopted to 

handle this complexity was modeling of the individual 

functionalities of systems and services independently 

from each other in an  interaction modeling and 

architecture definition language.  

4.1 The Architecture 

The Architectural model of the integration of the 

eight ministries in illustrated in Figure 1 below.  

Data is housed in each of the min istry’s database and 

is accessed through the data access layer. Business 

logics are custom ru les and algorithms that handle the 

exchange of information between a database and user 

interface. Serv ices are created in the business logic 

layer and their descriptions are stored and retrieved in 

the service repository.  If a  new application wishes to 

use an existing service, it can  query the service 

repository to obtain the service description and easily 

generate SOAP messages to interact with it.  

The service bus implements, integrates, manages, 

shares and distribute the services. Through the service 

bus end users and heterogeneous devices, can 

interconnect, interoperate and provide services to each 

other irrespective of the end users’ location, device 

platforms and programming languages. As the business 

logic layer is service-enabled, the presentation logic of a 

particular system was separated from the business logic 

thereby making it easier to interconnect various types of 

Graphical User Interfaces and devices. Importantly, 

instead of tightly coupling presentation logics of 

applications on the same servers which they rely  on, the 

presentation logic was hosted on a separate device in a 

particular department or ministry and communication 

with such applications was performed using the service 

bus.  

However, from the architectural diagram, it was 

observed that there exists a tightly coupled legacy 

http://www.ghana.gov.gh/index.php/governance/ministries/328-ministry-of-lands-and-natural-resources
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system in a ministry. It is of ext reme importance to 

integrate some of these legacy systems in the service-

oriented architecture not because the government of 

Ghana is not ready to put in place a new IT 

infrastructure to replace such existing systems or the 

costs of redesigning or replacing such systems are 

prohibitive because they are large and complex, but 

rather, because of the historical roles some of these 

legacy systems will p lay within  the ministries. Such 

legacy systems will provide users' needs, even though 

SOA with web services provide newer technology and 

more efficient methods of performing tasks within the 

ministries. 

Lastly, as it was expedient for services to reflect and 

correlate with business processes, the business process 

engine exists in the architecture to describe business 

processes, automate and modify them, enforce business 

rules and drive an automatic flow of execution across 

the multiple services. 

 

 

Fig. 1: an Architectural model of the integration of the eight ministries 
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D1 = Ministry of Education Database 

D2 = Ministry of Road and Highways Database 

D3 = Ministry of Environment, Science and 

Technology Database 

D4 = Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources 

Database 

D5 = Ministry of Energy Database 

D6 = Ministry of Communications Database 

D7 = Ministry of Transport Database 

D8 = Ministry of Water Resources, Works and Housing 

Database 

4.2 The Framework Underlying the Structure 

Supporting the Service-Abstraction Level 

Dealing with collections of services became 

cumbersome. A concept and framework of service-level 

abstraction was therefore imperative so that the end 

users, departments and ministries can deal with 

collections of services, rather than individual services. 

Service-level abstractions deal exclusively with services 

and they define all the important elements of the 

services.  

 

 

Fig. 2: the service-level abstraction 
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The Service-level interface or Service contract 

definit ions: Abstracting the accessible interface of 

services from its technical implementation was of 

crucial importance. The service-level interface or 

service contract catered for this. It was a well-defined 

interface that clearly separated the services’ externally 

accessible interface from their technical implementation 

using WSDL. Preferably, the interface or service 

contract was human-readable and machine-readable. 

Also, a well-defined service contracts was published in 

the service repository, thereby making  it  easier for right 

services to be found. 

The Service contract repository: This was the 

repository for storing, looking up, versioning and 

retriev ing service contracts. Services were searched 

using taxonomies. The services were categorized 

appropriately by using the taxonomies in registries such 

as the UDDI. 

The Service reg istration and lookup: This was the 

naming service for locating instances of services and 

run-time resources in a high performance, scalable, and 

highly available manner. The main difference between 

the service registration and lookup and the service 

contract repository was that whereas the service 

contract repository was used to look up service 

contracts, the service reg istration and lookup was used 

for finding the run-time instances of the services. 

Service-level data model: The service- level data 

model was the data model for all data that was defined 

in the service-level interfaces or service contracts and 

exchanged among services. The service-level was 

defined using XML schema referenced in the WSDL 

service contracts. The service-level data model for the 

Service-Oriented Architecture was also defined using 

existing XML constructs and existing business -specific 

XML libraries. 

Service-level interaction model: This determined 

which interaction modes were available for interacting 

with the services.  For example, the service level 

interaction model can be defined by request or reply, 

request or callback, one-way, publish or subscribe. 

Service-level security model: This defined the 

approach taken to securing services.  For example the 

service-level security models could be how service 

requesters are authenticated, how and when service 

requesters are authorized, how SOAP messages are 

encrypted and how providers login to application and 

database levels. 

Service-level data management: This defined the 

management of data at the service level. XML Schema 

repository was used for storing and managing business 

level data representations. Data-mapping facilities was 

used for mapping data between different message 

structures including data filtering, data aggregation, and 

simple translation function, and  Semantic -level data 

transform facilities define informat ion taxonomies and 

perform semantic transformat ions across service 

domain boundaries. 

Service-level management model: This was the 

approach taken to manage services in  their life-cycle. 

For example the service-level management model 

provides support for deploying, starting, stopping, and 

monitoring services.  

Service-level qualities of service :Th is provided 

support for reliab le messaging technologies and various 

qualities of services includ ing message-ordering, 

guaranteed delivery, at-most-once delivery, and best-

effort delivery. It also provided transaction management 

capabilit ies for defin ing and supporting transaction 

execution and control including two-phase commit 

and/or compensating transactions. High availability 

capabilit ies included clustering, failover, automatic-

restart, load balancing, and hot deployment of services. 

Support for multiple programming languages : This 

provided bindings for multip le programming  languages. 

To fully support a wide range of execution p latforms 

and applications, the service plat form needed to support 

multip le programming languages, including generating 

service proxies and service skeletons for all supported 

programming languages. 

The above description of the service-level 

abstractions framework was applied  to a single 

operation and defined as part of a service, or a single 

service made up of multiple operations, or a collection 

of services drawn from a specific line of min istry of a 

group of ministries. For example, the service-level data 

model for a single service defines the data types used by 

all operations that make up that service. In contrast, the 

service-level data model for a set of line of business 

services defined the common language that those 

services used to exchange data. 

 

V. Conclusion 

Using SOA with web services did not only reduce the 

amount of deployed code, but it also reduced the 

management, maintenance. Moreover, the architecture  

did not only serve as the blueprint for the system but 

also the project’s team structure, documentation 

organization, work breakdown structure, scheduling, 

planning, budgeting, unit testing and integration. The 

architecture established the communicat ion and 

coordination mechanisms among components. 

The approach of service-oriented development 

enabled the project to reap many benefits. Services were 

created and they can be reused in multip le applications 

within the various ministries. Also, new services and 

applications can be created quickly and easily  used with 

a combination of new and old services. Importantly, 

services were modelled independently of their 

execution environment and messages were sent to any 

of the services. Furthermore, there was division of 

responsibility as individual employees or group within 
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the min istries were using and exchanging services 

geared towards their lines of duties. For instance, 

human resource workers in  each of the eight ministries 

would concentrate on human resource issues and they 

interoperated and exchanged information  with each 

other through a human resource services developed by 

the service providers using the SOD approach.  
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